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County Parkway to Rival America's Choicest

82-Mile River Drive Will Link Parks and Residential Suburbs

MILWAUKEE, oldest and largest of the national parks, is best suited to serve as the center of a national park system which will be a monument to the beautiful parks of the world. The Milwaukee park is in Milwaukee, the City of Lakes, in Wisconsin, and it is the nucleus of the Metropolitan Park System.

The proposed metropolitan park system will be a network of parks and parkways, linking the city with the suburbs, and extending north to Wisconsin River and south to Lake Michigan. It will include parks along the Wisconsin River, including the Park个性化 content here.
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Peony Fan's $20,000 Bouquet to Cheer 15,000 Sick in Badger Hospitals

Wonder Garden to Send Breath Over Wisconsin

Hobby Wards Off Old Age, Avers Kenosha Man; Plans to Ship 200,000 Blossoms

Henry S. Cooper, peony fan, his world's champion grower and the man to whom the idea of sending a bouquet of peonies to cheer the sick in Badger hospitals was born, has planned to ship 200,000 blossoms to Wisconsin. He plans to send them via the Milwaukee Journal and has asked for a donation of $20,000 from the Peony Fan fund to make it possible.
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Times Wisdom's Lamp on Yukon

Below Woman Tells of Arctic School Days During Gold Rush

Bridge at Watertown May Be Vet Memorial

Thousands Visit Gardens